
A sK ANY NEw rider to l ist the most

A challenging aspects of learning to
I  l r ide and they wi l l  undoubtedly
place "cornering" near the top. Likewise,
experienced riders understand that
cornering takes effort to master and is
often the skill they feel is most in need of
improvement. Statistically, cornering
ranks high on the list of problem areas
with about half of the single-vehicle fatal-
ities caused by failure to negotiate a curve.

Our goal with this installment is to shed
light on what it takes to become highly
proficient at cornering by first isolating
each cornering action, then identifying the
cornering "zones" where these actions
take place. We'll begin by reviewing
the basic cornering sequence and then
talk about how to refine the cornering
process to increase cornering confidence
and precision.

Fundamentals Revisited
At the most basic level, cornering

involves slowing to an appropriate entry
speed, looking through the turn while
leaning the motorcycle, and accelerating
to the exit. Let's take a closer look at these
fundamental cornering actions before we
discuss cornering zones.

Slow
A well-executed turn begins with an

entry speed that offers a safe margin for
error. An appropriate entry speed is deter-
mined by the characteristics of the corner
(radius, camber, etc.), as well as the rela-
tive skill level and risk acceptance ofeach
individual rider. Entering a turn faster than
you feel comfortable is the first step
toward disaster, often leading to panic-
induced reactions, such as chopping the
throttle, standing the bike upright and
skidding one or both tires.

Look
The best riders look far down the road

to scan for problems and to help guide
their motorcycle through the turn. Most
of their attention is on the horizon to take
in a "wide view" of the road ahead. This
allows early detection of hazards and
helps direct the motorcycle where they
want it to go. Quick downward glances
can be used to monitor potential hazards
as they get closer, but return your eyes to
the horizon to continue scanning ahead.

Be aware of circumstances where
vision is impaired, including the presence
ofroadside vegetation and large vehicles.
Inclement weather and nighttime condi-
tions also hamper the ability to gather
visual information. Almost 607o of sin-
gle-vehicle motorcycle fatalities occur at
night, which strongly suggests that the

rider's inabil ity to detect cornering
hazards led to their crash whether that
was a surface hazard or a misjudged
corner radius.

Lean
Motorcycles must lean to turn. The

ability to lean a motorcycle elficiently
rewards the rider with confidence and
assurance that he or she can maneuver
their motorcycle with precision. The
most ef,f icient and effective way to turn
a motorcycle is to countersteer. The
countersteering action involves a firm
push on the inside handgrip (with or
without an accompanying pull on the
outside grip), to initiate lean. Press right,
lean right; press left, lean left.

Countersteering is the most effective
way to tum a motorcycle, but "body steer-
ing" can aid the turning process. Position
your upper body inside the motorcycle's
centerline for added turning "power."

To achieve cornering confidence, a
rider must feel certain that he or she can
get the bike turned and that the tires
will maintain grip. When a corner turns
sharper than expected, a rider who lacks
corner ing conf idence easi ly  panics
and responds by rolling off the throttle,
stabbing the brakes and fixating on the
outside of the turn, which squanders
traction and directs the bike off line.

Cornering confidence comes through
knowledge and practice. We respond to
situations through habit, which means that
you will only achieve lean angles that
you've experienced before. Ifyou haven't
had the experience to lean your motorcy-
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cle fully, you will not likely lean as far as
you need to in a dil l- icult cornering situa-
tion. A visit to a local parking lot to prac-
tice cornering with the goal of achieving
greater lean can give you this experience.

Accelerate
Smooth, gradual acceleration through-

out the turn has several benefits: It
maintains consistent traction by sharing
the load between both tires, keeps the
suspension in the middle of its travel
where it can absorb traction-robbing
bumps and maintains a predictable
steering geometry. Deceleration also
compresses the suspension,  reduces
ground clearance and alters the motorcy-
cle's mid-corner path of travel.
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Acceleration increases side forces that
push the motorcycle toward the outside of
the corner, toward the exit, which is where
you want to be when following typical
cornering lines. Careful timing and throt-
tle control is necessary when accelerating
mid-corner. Too much throttle while
leaned can spin the rear tire, whereas
too little throttle puts most of the corner-
ing forces on the front tire, risking a front
tire slide and a low side crash.

Cornerlng Zones
With the fundamental actions of

comering understood, let's discuss where
along the corner's path each action should
occur. Most riders look at corners as one
single "zone," but there are benefits to
breaking corners down into four separate
zones (Figure l):

. Approach zone

. Entry (turn-in) zone

. Mid-corner zone

. Exit zone
Identifying these zones can help you to

understand exactly when and where each
cornering action should occur. This way
of looking at corners will reward you with
precise comering control.

Racers break down corner zones into
more specific reference "points" to help
them corner with marksman-like preci-
sion and achieve consistency in an effort
to reduce lap times. Race tracks make it
easy for racers to identify brake, turn-in,
and apex points by setting up cones or
numbered brake markers. The idea is to
have several points that allow the racer to
"connect the dots" to put together a hot
lap. Not only do racers have physical
markers to aid precision, they also revisit
each turn dozens of times a day to become
intimately familiar with the location
where each action should take place.

Street riders, on the other hand, do not
have the luxury of marker cones nor do
they pass through the same corner several
times a day. Fortunately, street riden don't

require razor-like precision, nor are we try-
ing to corner at maximum speed. Because
of this, reference "points" can be con-
verted into more broadly located "zones."

Approach Zone (sllow)
The approach zone encompasses the

area beginning at the point when the
corner is first seen and ends when the
motorcycle leans into the tum. This zone is
where decisions are made regarding entry
speed, and turn-in location and is where
the brakes are applied and any downshifts
occur. The importance of an appropriate
entry speed can't be overemphasized,
because charging into comers often leads
to disastrous outcomes fueled by panic.
Proper entry speed prevents traction-
robbing mid-comer deceleration or braking.

One recommended approach to achiev-
ing a safe entry speed is to utilize the
"slow in, fast out" technique. A slow entry
speed allows more time and space to
respond to surprises and helps avoid the
knee-jerk panic responses that lead to
traction and control problems. You can
always accelerate more to make up for a
too-slow entry speed, butrecovering from
a too-fast entry speed is very difficult.

Proper entry speed starts by looking
well ahead for clues about what type of
turn you are about to encounter, then
determining where your cornering actions
will take place. Information about the
turn's radius is critical for establishing a
proper entry speed. There are three basic
types of corners:

. Constant radius turns resemble a sec-
tion of a perfect circle (Figure 2).

. Increasing radius turns begin with a
smaller radius and straighten toward the
exit (Figure 3).

. Decreasing radius turns start out easy
then tighten toward the exit. These are the
most challenging corners because they
require a slower entry, and a rider speed-
ing into a decreasing radius turn is on his
way to big trouble (Figure 4).

A typical response to an undetected
decreasing radius turn is to brake mid-
corner. But mid-comer deceleration forces
can compromise ground clearance,
traction and control. Unless you know for
sure the nature ofthe corner you are about
to enter, the smart tactic is to treat it as a
decreasing radius tum-slowing more and
choosing a delayed turn-in point until you
can determine a safe line.

If the exit is obscured, or if you cannot
reliably judge the corner radius, reduce
speed more. It may be tempting to estab-
lish the turn radius of blind comers based
on treetops or power lines, but even
though these roadside fixtures might mir-
ror the curve of the road, you can't be sure.

lun-in Zone (Look, Lean)
The turn-in zone is where you counter-

steer to lean the bike into the turn. This
zone needs to be more defined than the
approach zone, because turning a few feet
too early or too late can cause you to run
wide. Exactly where the turning action
occurs is largely determined by the type of
turn encountered and the cornering line
you choose,

A basic cornering line uses an outside
(entry)- inside (apex)- outside (exit) path
oftravel, which increases the radius ofthe
turn for a wider field of view and demands
less traction. Be aware that road condi-
tions, roadside obstacles and oncoming
vehicles may affect your ability to exe-
cute the ideal line.

Different types of corners require
different cornering lines. Constant radius
turns are negotiated using the basic line
with the apex located halfway between
the entry point and the exit (Figure 2). An
increasing radius turn "opens up," requir-
ing an apex located before the middle of
the turn (Figure 3).

Decreasing radius tums spiral evertighter
toward the exit, which requires a reduced
enty s@andadelayed apex thatis located
nearer the exit, around the corner (Frgure 4).
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If you choose a normal mid-turn apex
for a decreasing radius turn, you'll need
much more lean angle to complete the last
half of the corner, which may not be
possible if ground clearance is limited or
rider skil l  is lacking. Instead, choose a
delayed turn-in and apex.

A delayed apex cornering line is useful
for constant radius turns as well as
decreasing radius turns. It provides a
better view of where the comer is going as
well as any mid-comer hazards, and points
the bike toward the exit. The late aoex
isn't the lastest way around a turn. butlt is
the safest.

A delayed apex cornering line lequires
a quickly executed countersteer. This
means that the transition time from upright
to leaned is compressed. A slow, timid
countersteer wil l result in a too-wide
line, whereas a firm press on the inside
handlebar willefficiently put your motor-
cycle into the proper lean angle.

There are other beneflts to the ouick-
turning technique besides increased con-
fldence and control. A quick turn-in puts
the motorcycle at the maximum required
lean angle early in the turn, which shorr
ens the time at full lean and requires less
lean angle to execute the turn (Figure 5).

Completing the braking process before
leaning your motorcycle separates braking
from turning, which simplifies the turn-
ing process and preserves traction. How-
ever ,  advanced braking techniques
include staying on the brakes unti l just
after turning the motorcycle. This simul-
taneous combination of actions stabilizes
the suspension and increases turn-in
speed. As you'll see in the next section,
some daring riders brake well past the
turn-in point.

Mid-Corner Zone
The mid-corner zone encompasses the

areajust after turn-in but before the exit.
This zone is where lean angle is greatest
and where the t i res and suspension are
most stressed.

Proper body position should be estab-
lished early in the turning process with the
legs supporting the body's weight and the
upper body located inside the motorcy-
cle's center line to keep the motorcycle
more upright for greater ground clearance
and to assist turning. Relaxed arms allow
the tires and suspension to handle mid-
corner bumps and the motorcycle to
corner more predictably by minimizing
unwanted handlebar tension that can dis-
rupt handling and compromise traction.

Once lean angle is established, a motor-
cycle will follow the set cornering line
without much additional input from the
rider as long as the rider doesn't fight the

motorcycle through tension. Cornering
conections may be necessary to fine-tune
the cornering l ine, but with a relaxed
posture,  min imal  ef for t  is  necessary.
Slight handlebar inputs, body position or
throttle adjustments are all that is needed
if the upper body is relaxed.

The mid-corner zone is where visual
sk i l ls  are arguably the most  important .
Informed riders understand that vision
influences direction control; "you go
where you look." A negative consequence
of "visual direction control" is when a rider
stares at a hazard that needs to be avoided,
such as the edge of the road or a left-turn-
ing car. This "target fixation" phenome-
non is responsible for many avoidable
motorcycle accidents. An example might
be when a rider enters a turn too fast. and
in a response to panic, shifts his attention
from the corner exit to the gravel shoulder
directly in front of him. His visual attention
aims the bike where he doesn't want to go.
The rider could very likely have made the
cornerbycontinuingto look to the exit
and leaning the bike more.

As we already mentioned, the exact
location of the apex depends on your cho-
sen colnering line and type ofcorner. No
matter where along the path the apex is, be
sure to allow sufficient distance from the
edge of the road in right hand turns and
from the centerline in left hand turns.
Carving too close at the apex can be
hazardous if f ixed roadside objects are
close to the road edge or an oncoming car
is near the centerline. It 's important to
recognize that your upper body and
mirrors will hang over into the inside of
where you put your tires. Allow extra
room fiom the apex to avoid a close call.

In most cases you are off the brakes and
on the gas well before the mid-corner
zone. This is the safest and most pre-
dictable method. But,
there is a technique used
by some aggressive street
riders and many racers
that is called "trail brak-
ing," which is braking
well past the turn-in,
often up to the corner
apex. Trail braking is
good for racers wanting
to stave off the competi-
tion and to gain a few
tenths of a second in
reduced lap times. But
trail braking is not smart
for routine street riding
where the environment is
much less predictable
or forgiving.

Don' t  confuse t ra i l
braking with poor cor-

nering technique. If you are waiting
well past the turn-in point to begin accel-
erating, you are l ikely entering the
turn too fast. Slow down so you can
begin throttle roll-on just after lean
is established.

Exit Zone (Accelerate)
The area between the apex and where

the corner ends is the exit zone. Continu-
ing to smoothly accelerate to the exit com-
pletes the corner. Most bikes stand up with
acceleration, which naturally directs the
bike toward the outside of the turn without
rnuch steering effort. Using the throttle to
"finish" the turn minimizes the need to
push the handlebars to steer the motorcy-
cle upright out ofturns. This can keep the
front tire from losing traction and "push-
ing" into a low side.

The exit location of a single turn wil l
be located toward the outside of the turn.
But on a twisty road, the exit f iom one
turn can be the entrance for the l'lext turn,
so select an exit that wil l set you up for
the fbllowing comer. For example, a right-
hand tum that empties into a left-hand tum
requires an exit location closer to the
center of your lane.

Putting lt Together
Most motorcyclists corner with little

thought about how they do it. But, to
improve comering confidence and safety,
you'll want to follow a rnore deliberate cor-
nering "plan." Next time you go fbr a ride,
consciously identify each comering zone
and recognize each cornering action you
make. Understanding the nuances of cor-
nering can help you diagnose problems and
refine technique. And with this awareness
comes a connection with your motorcycle
and the environment that will translate into
a more enjoyable and safe ride. ll
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